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NoguerasBlanchard is pleased to announce the fourth chapter of Paired histories in
our space in L’Hospitalet. Continuing the experimental curatorial programme
developed over the last few years, this season of programming is overseen by Joaquín
García Martín, founder of the former gallery garcía | galería.
García proposes a (further) look at the artists showcased by the gallery between 2012
and 2020 in Doctor Fourquet street, Madrid, and proposes relations between the
artists and literary figures and works.
The work of Rasmus Nilausen (Copenhagen, 1980) never loses sight of the history of
Western painting, which he has researched in depth. Whether from a theoretical,
technical or iconogra- phic position, Nilausen has paid special attention to tradition
and the commonplaces or topoi of the different pictorial genres as a way of renewing
and updating this language, which is fundamental to art in Europe. All this was
already particularly clear in his work on the still life, supposedly the most humble of
the genres of painting.
Following this line of work, this exhibition considers a similar approach to landscape:
that element that literally moves from the background of the painting in the 14th
century to take cen- tre stage in the 19th century. At the same time, a new sensibility
was gaining strength in the viewer’s contemplative act until it took over the leading
role in the fruition with two new terms that are still valid today: the concepts of the
beautiful and the sublime.
Nilausen has used Immanuel Kant’s 1764 book Observations on the Sentiment of the
Beautiful and the Sublime as a guide, almost like a manual that has been giving him
the clues and steps to follow. Along the way he has come across the other themes that
have cha- racterised his production: the accident, irony and humour, the vicissitudes
of language, the weight of history and the conditioning factors of the artist’s work in
the studio.

*
Immanuel Kant published a surprising but fundamental work in his career in 1764,
the Observations on the sentiment of the beautiful and the sublime. Surprising
because of its small size, barely 80 pages, and the simplicity and readability of the
text (especially if we compare it with the abstruse nature of his later work), and
fundamental because it is in these few simple pages where, for the first time, he
approaches the problems of aesthetics that he would deal with in depth, extension
and complexity in the Critique of Judgement (1790).
Undoubtedly it was these factors of amenity, readability and size that favoured the
circulation of this small volume in its time and are, of course, what made it become a
regular title in the bibliographies of the teaching of Philosophy and History of Art in
Spain, at least until the 90s of the last century. If we are to have a single contact with
the genius of Köninsberg, it is much more convenient to do so with an accessible and
condensed title rather than with a mammoth tome written in a specific language,
dependent on specialised knowledge and requiring a huge level of concentration.
Indeed, if we read it again now, we find a summary, or even a guide to Immanuel’s
ideas in the field of Aesthetics, which is very useful but which, in its pure summary,
almost seems like a caricature. In addition, there are a number of aspects in which the
author has remained socially outdated (sexism and nationalism would be the most
obvious), and which condition the reading to the purely anecdotal. However, despite
all this (or even because of it), it is still an ideal way of approaching the two
fundamental concepts of landscape that were developed from the 18th century
onwards and that would radically mark Romanticism: the Beautiful and the Sublime.
In this way we have elaborated a proposal in which the Kantian text is used as a
guide, as one of those manuals in which they tell you step by step, element by
element, what a landscape painting has to have in order to fall into each of these
categories. We have extracted, annotated and listed the factors that must be included
in each case in order to produce a work of art that will produce the desired effect on
the viewer. If the Romantic landscape is characterised by the mental or spiritual
reaction it produces, thanks to Immanuel Kant we now know what ingredients are
necessary to obtain it.
Thus, according to Immanuel, Beautiful is the flowery countryside, the valleys with
meandering streams and covered with grazing flocks, the description of Elysium, the
day, the small, the adorned, a regal, magnificent residence, sexual love, blue eyes
and a blond hue, youth, the epic poems of Virgil, compassion, complaisance, a good
heart, a sanguine character, lively and lively joys, variety, moral sentiment, verses that
can be read downwards and upwards, riddles, tiny clocks, loose chains, everything
that is measured and ordered in a meticulous manner, of books neatly arranged in
long rows, an empty head, rooms adorned like optical boxes, Epictetus’ lamp, a glove
of Charles XII, the eagerness to hoard money, the fair sex, more delicate and sweet
features, the expression of affection, the joke, the Italians and the French.
On the other hand, a mountain whose snowy summits rise above the clouds is
Sublime, the description of a raging tempest of hell by Milton, the night, the great, the
simple, a pleasure palace, friendship, a lofty stature, dark hair and black eyes, an
advanced age, the extravagant, things out of the natural, monstrosities, the
extravagant, the crusades, ancient chivalry, duels, the solitary devotion of the ancient
hermits, convents and sepulchres, the mastery of passions in the name of principle,
mortifications, vows and other monastic virtues, Homer and Milton, Ovid’s
Metamorphoses, the fairy tales of French superstition, a noble heart, deep
melancholy, a choleric character, a building covered with paint imitating stone,
mouldings and recessed pilasters, geometry, applied, fundamental and profound
intelligence, the German, English and Spanish.

**
Landscape in the West begins at a window or, rather, in what can be seen through a
window. Virgins that have just given birth, saints, bishops, kings and adoring
shepherds, later noble offerers are depicted in spaces which, from the Middle Ages
onwards, have a more or less large opening to the outside in the background and
which, to a greater or lesser extent, are filled with Nature. This is probably related to
the new bourgeois constructions and the technical advances achieved, but from the
time of the Gothic painter, the world represented in the window of the painting or
panel seeks to look beyond, towards what is not built by man but was made by God.
So much so that the perspective of tiles was soon replaced by alternating hills, valleys
and mountains, in a succession of bright greens, brown greens and blue greens that
reach to infinity, that place where the trees are small and made of a single
brushstroke. Nature goes from being an interview to being the place where the action
takes place and the characters depicted lose their protective roof to face an
environment which, little by little, from Renaissance Classicism to Baroque, takes on
more and more prominence and space and begins to reflect the passions unleashed
on the canvas. And suddenly, one day, it happens that finding the Virgin fleeing to
Egypt on her donkey in the undergrowth is very complicated, that the good-natured,
pot-bellied merchant likes to see in his living room, with little natural light, a piece of
the woods surrounding his home village, or that the important thing about a hunting
scene or a bacchanal or an ancient battle is not so much its protagonists but the
sensation of frenzy, eroticism or solemnity conveyed by the forest clearing at dusk in
which they take place.
And, as if that weren’t enough, societies change as their priorities do, and when you
have cut off the king’s head it is difficult to maintain that a painting is better if it
represents him (with his head still attached to his neck, of course). And when what
matters is who earns the most money, you can’t pretend that a scantily clad lady with
dubious morals, whom nobody without an old-fashioned education remembers, is
more important than a pile of exotic and expensive food on the table, the portraits of
your grandparents (who are the ones who started earning well) or the view of the
nearest port or valley.
The problem then becomes: how do you tell someone who doesn’t know who Adonis
or Hannibal or the Assumption is, that your painting is fabulous?
***
The key to understanding the paintings of Romanticism is the relationship established
between the viewer and the artist during the process of contemplating the work. This
moment has a sacred character, it is a communion in which one manages to transmit
to the other something intangible through the creation of an image (Art) that leads him
to experience the desired feeling. The value of the work of art no longer lies in the
information it contains or in the technical skill of the representation but in its
evocative capacity. Mimesis is abandoned in favour of communion. The spectator, for
his part, arrives at the moment of contemplation seeking the sensory, the rapture.
Nothing is better than the landscape for this, a pictorial object that is characterised
both by being easily recognisable by anyone, and by transmitting abstract values
without the need for specialised education. It was at this moment that the old values
discovered at the end of the 18th century, the Beautiful and the Sublime, took centre
stage. Or what amounts to the same thing: the fear of the storm in the gorge and the
tranquillity in front of the mill on the prairie experienced by the bourgeois family in
the exhibition hall.

Rafael Argullol writes that “reality is moulded and dominated by the ordering flows
that prevent this interior gaze. A ruin, a mountain, a sunset or a hurricane must evoke
and, therefore, plastically reflect not orographic or climatological phenomena, but
states of subjectivity. The painter must not only paint what he sees before him, but
what he sees in him”1.
In this way the artist connects his subjectivity with that of the viewer, conveying his
own personal experience through the work, which can have no other form than the
sensory, since in the process he has necessarily freed himself from the narrative. Thus,
“Friedrich tried to capture in his paintings thoughts and emotions which he was
unable to express in words”2, but at the same time Nature will be charged with a
series of commonly accepted and universally recognisable values. Since “the
unconscious is the most suitable intermediary between man and Nature”3, the
viewer’s ability to recognise these landscapes, to identify the feeling to which they
refer and to evoke the same reaction in his own unconscious will be fundamental.
The two fundamental experiences will be those identified with the feelings of the
Beautiful and the Sublime and each of these will have its visual correspondence in
the elements represented in each landscape painting. Any natural element
(geographical, time, seasonal, climatological, luminous, etc...) or artificial
(architectural, sculptural, remains of human activity...) will be accommodated in one
sense or another until it constitutes an authentic language perfectly legible for the
spectator of his time. In this way, the Beautiful (in Constable) is “to make the modest
and monotonous scenery of the East Anglia of his childhood, with its canals and
fields, and the men on their way to their daily occupations, into the subject of large
paintings. (...) to draw poetry even from a dung heap”4. The Sublime, on the other
hand, is felt in those elements which “express the thrill at the sublimity of Nature - the
suggestive terror inspired by rushing torrents, roaring waterfalls, sheer cliffs,
inaccessible peaks...”. 5.
The key to the transmission of this current across European geography (and beyond)
and all social strata (from the lowest to the bourgeoisie that has just taken power in
the new post-revolutionary organisations) is the simplicity of the language it uses. It is
no longer necessary to have a thorough and profound education in the arcana of the
image, the symbol and the emblem. Nor fundamental moments of the most obscure
Greco-Roman myths, nor precious details of gesture, colour or form, nor selfreferential vocabularies. A pine is a pine is a pine.
The success of this language would be absolute and long-lasting. In a symbiotic and
parallel process, it also affected the novel, the great form of cultural expression of the
19th century. Penetrating first through the most popular genres (the gothic novel or
the feuilleton), these environmental elements would become common places for the
transmission of information, and when Pamela, Catherine, Tom or Cosette found
themselves in the middle of a forest when a storm broke out, in a green meadow
where the branches of the alders were swaying, or strolling restlessly in the
moonlight, the reader would immediately know what their mood was and what to
look out for. From here to the lids of biscuit tins it is only one small step. And from
there to the Hollywood Hills very little else.

****
Immanuel Kant was a man of manners. He never left his native region, never married
and led a strict and measured life, divided between teaching, reflection and writing.
There is a famous anecdote about how, every day at 3.30 p.m., he went for a walk,
always following the same route. Such was his precision that the neighbours of
Königsberg, on seeing him, took the opportunity to set their watches to the correct
time.
The idea of repeating a route in a regimented way can remind us of the work of
Hamish Fulton or other artists working between land art and performance. It is
fascinating to see Kant’s walks as a precursor of these artistic practices. Returning to
Argullol’s study: “The relationship between subject and object, between man and
Nature, is deconcretised, becomes ambivalent - bold and fearful at the same time abstract, doubtful: the directions of contemporary painting are born of this new
situation”6. Kant is never finished. Nor is the landscape.
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Landscape with Bluetooth, 2012 - 2022
Oil on linen, 16 x 22 cm

Landscape with Screen and History, 2022
Oil on linen, 60 x 73 cm

Escape, 2022
Oil on linen, 38 x 46 cm

Landscape with Doubts, 2022
Oil on linen - 160 x 200 cm

De nit, 2020
Acrylic on linen, 27 x 35 cm (painted by Elionora Nilausen)

Don’t look up, 2021
Oil on linen, 54 x 65 cm

Paseo y Paisaje, 2011-2022
Oil on linen, 19 x 24 cm

Landscape with Rock and Shadow, 2016-2022,
Oil on linen, 17 x 23 cm

Counting crows, 2022
Oil on linen, 65 x 92 cm

Living on the Edge, 2016-2022.
Oil on linen, 27 x 35 cm,

Plein Air, 2020
Oil on linen, 73 x 60 cm

The Quest, 2016
Oil on linen, 146 x 97 cm

The German Picnic, 2013
Oil on linen, 92 x 60 cm

Lo Bello y lo Sublime, 2022
50 x 60 cm, oil on linen.

Worlds and Views, 2022
Oil on linen, 200 x 160 cm

The Other Side, 2016
Oil on linen, 92 x 73 cm

Landscape, 2016-2021
Oil on acrylic on linen, 50 x 61 cm 2021

Painting, 2012,
Oil on acrylic on linen. 50 x 61 cm

Emotions (Snoop Dogg), 2021
Pencil on paper, framed 42 x 30 cm

Emotions (dare to compare) 2022
Framed, pencil on paper. 42 x 30 cm
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